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English

Meh. You have to do every city on the Italian peninsula and then I just don't know I got bored real quick. Buy the re-release of
Sierra Caesars and enjoy them instead. The dev makes you do mundane tasks as if Steam players have never played a sim
before. Graphics are good for 1999. Overall I give it a 7/10 for boring and 3/10 for enjoyment.. Not bad for a fiver. Basically a
slimmed-down Caesar 3, with the population mangement taken out. Seems to have around 3-4 hours of content in the campaign,
but there's a sandbox mode if you just want to sit building cities. You build houses and then provide goods and amenities to
upgrade those houses, producing more tax income and so allowing you to build more stuff. There's an economic chain of
production with a dozen or more goods - about as complex as you'd get from a Settlers game, really. Goods can be made for
export, or used to support your population's gradual evolution from bottom-tier slave workers to high-end villa dwellers. One
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EXTREMELY annoying feature is the fires, which are dealt with by spam-clocking on the burning buildings. Whoever thought
this would make a cool feature needs to go and seriously think about their lifestyle choices, because it's just annoying; I get the
idea of fires to force you to build a fire brigade, but for God's sake just let them automatically tackle fires rather than
introducing this mobile-friendly tap-sim. All in all, it's pretty good for the price, but since you can probably get Caesar 3 or 4
for a couple of quid more, you're likely better off going for those.. This feels like a browser game that I paid $2 for and ran on a
$2000 PC. Incredibly dull game, if I can call it that at all. Place, plop, grow basics but even that felt broken to some extent. I lost
all interest after just a short while, it had no challenge to it whatsoever. Mabye back in the 1990's it would have been great, but
this thing isn't even suited for any gameplay.
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